COMBAT AND TACTICAL TRAINING
OF LIGHT INFANTRY, Airborne
and Special Forces

SERVICES
Identify Security Issues – recommend solutions to eliminate the threat

Identify security issues by assessing the capabilities. This will determine what areas require improvement. A plan
of action will be created to address the underlying vulnerabilities and this will include a bespoke training program,
essential equipment recommendation and much more.

Assessment of military personnel capabilities and their equipment –
recommendations for their skills development

This assessment will be conducted prior to the development of the training program. It’s aim is to assess current
unit and individual capabilities. This way we can offer the best solution to achieve the required skill level to meet
all operational requirements. A bespoke training syllabus will be produced in combination with recommendations
for equipment to create an acceptable level of combat effectiveness and readiness.
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MILITARY TRAINING PROGRAMS
“FIBUA” (Fighting in Built-Up Areas)

This course is designed to teach the fundamentals of tactical movement and combat in urban areas such as towns,
cities & villages.

“SUT” (Small Unit Tactics), SUT Advanced and Speed boat

The ‘Small Unit Tactics Course‘ is designed to teach the fundamentals of team and squad level tactics
in wooded and open terrain during tactical operations.
The ‘Small Unit Tactics Advanced Course‘ will train and prepare trainees to both, participate in and lead Small
Units in wooded and open terrain during advanced tactical operations. This will include creating Observation Posts
(OP’s) and the reconnaissance of the enemy. The ‘Speed Boat Course‘ is based on Small Unit Tactical operations
which starts and/or ends on the water.

“VCQB” (Vehicle CQB”) fighting in and outside the car

Vehicle CQB is an exclusive shooting and tactical class that will focus on positional shooting and how to fight
tactically in and around vehicles.

“Survival”

This course is focused on teaching the basic skills needed to survive in the wild. It will cover unexpected events
such as a vehicle wreck in the wilderness, natural disasters and how to manage with minimal resources and
equipment.

“JTAC”

The ‘Joint Terminal Attack Controller’ (JTAC) course teaches how to direct military aircraft during combat
operations. JTAC duties in a theater of operation include communicating with aircraft pilots, drones, and
helicopters. This course enables personnel to provide air support for military units on the ground.

POLICE TRAINING PROGRAMS
Close Protection of Personal in a Security Detail

This Close Protection Course focuses on teaching the skills needed to perform your duty as a bodyguard or
close protection operator in European countries and in the USA. The Personnel Security Detail course will teach
personnel the skills needed to perform as a security contractor in the Middle East and African countries.

“SWAT” Week

This is a seven (7) days unique tactical and shooting course based on the US Police SWAT training program and
standards.

Active Shooter

The Active Shooter course is a dynamic, hands-on training program designed to equip law enforcement officers
and military operators with the knowledge and skills required to successfully eliminate an active threat. This
course will prepare trainees to employ an active shooter through dynamic, interactive drills and scenario-based
training.

Anti riot course

This is a special course designed for all police units that are deployed to deal with any kind of riot or civil unrest in
urban areas or open spaces. It will teach trainees all the necessary modern police anti-riot techniques.

MILITARY / POLICE TRAINING PROGRAMS
“CQB” (Close Quarters Battle), “CQB” Advanced and Hostage Rescue

The CQB course is designed to teach the fundamentals of room entry and basic tactical movement inside buildings.
CQB Advanced and Hostage Rescue courses will focus on teaching advanced tactics including window entry in
buildings and the arrest of offenders. It will include how to rescue hostages in vehicles, on public transport (buses,
metro, aircraft) and in public buildings.

Tactical Tracker

The Tactical Tracker course is a hands-on basic visual man tracking course that provides valuable tactical tracking
experience over a three-day period. This course is perfect for those individuals who are interested in Military, Law
Enforcement, and Security Tactical Training.

Tactical & Defensive Vehicle Driving

This course is intended to teach driving skills in a civilian and tactical environment.

Breaching course

This week long intensive course focuses on door, window and wall breaching entry methods
by mechanical, ballistic and explosive techniques.

Combat diver

The ‘Combat Diver’ course is a special operations scuba-diver training course that combines Navy underwater
operations and Special Forces waterborne infiltration knowledge and skills into a unique and intensive
training program. The course is designed to provide underwater special operations capabilities to military, law
enforcement, and other government maritime units.

TRAINING TACTICAL & SHOOTING PROGRAMS
“NVGTAC”

NVGTAC (Night Vision Tactics) course is a shooting and tactically focused class on shooting and movement in CQB
using squad level tactics in wooded and open terrain using night vision devices.

Low Light

On this course you will learn tactical movements and advanced shooting techniques with the pistol and rifle fitted
with a flashlight in diminished light conditions. This is primarily for civilian self-defense, police and military teams/
units.

“CQB” Live Fire

The CQB Live Fire course is a live shooting class that focuses on tactical movement and shooting at Close Quarters
Battle distances. ‘Teamwork’ is a shooting and tactical class that focuses on shooting, co-operation, and fighting
using more than one shooter.

TACTICAL SHOOTING TRAINING
Pistol, Rifle and SMG shooting and weapon handling courses

All courses are intended to teach basic to very advanced weapon handling and shooting techniques with
a handgun, rifle or SMG. This course will enhance and improve basic shooting skills, habits and techniques
necessary for the safe handling of a weapons in the military and when on police duty.

Tactical Shotgun

Weapon handling and shooting with the tactical pump or semi-auto shotgun.

Specialized sniper courses

This course will cover all from basic sniper fundamentals and shooting techniques right through to very precise
and difficult shooting positions and long ranges using specific military and urban procedure.

Shooting Instructor

This is an exclusive and very intensive shooting class for future or active shooting instructors who have already
passed all basic and advanced shooting courses.

MEDICAL COURSES
“CLS” (Combat Life Saver) and “CLS” Advanced

Both these CLS medical courses are focused on teaching the extended emergency ‘first aid in combat conditions’
standard. They are equivalent to official NATO standard CLS courses.

“TECC” (Tactical Emergency Casualty Care) a “TECC” Advanced

The Tactical Emergency Casualty Care (TECC) Basic and advanced courses teach EMS practitioners and other
pre-hospital providers how to respond to, and care for patients in a civilian tactical environment. It is designed
to decrease preventable deaths in a tactical situation.

Combat Medic

This program provides training in combat trauma management and tactical combat casualty care so medics have
the skills and confidence to effectively treat multi-system trauma patients who are combat wounded in austere
environments. The training covers the entire continuum of care, starting at the point of injury until evacuation
to a surgical facility.

AIRBORNE
Air Assault

The Air Assault Advanced course is designed to teach both teams and individual military and police operators the
tactics and techniques needed for a helicopter insertion into a hostile and/or denied location. Utilizing Fast Rope
and Rapid Deployment from a helicopter techniques, the police or military operator is taught how they can be
directly deployed into an operational location, building or hostile environment.

Tactical Rappel Basic and Tactical Rappel Advanced

Tactical and operational – This course focuses on tactical rappelling and working on high elevation building.
The aim of this Tactical Rappelling course is to provide law enforcement or military personnel assigned to SWAT or
any tactical operational team the fundamentals and hands-on-training that will enhance their confidence
and rappelling skills needed for this insertion/exfiltration option.

SELF-DEFENSE TRAINING
H2H and gun retention

This course is for Hand-to-Hand combat while wearing tactical gear and gun and it is designed for use by the
military and police.

Expandable baton

This course is intended to teach the basics of expandable baton use. It is primarily aimed for police and military
personnel.
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